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QleanAir signs a new contract with the German space 
industry for a customized air cleaning solution
QleanAir AB (publ), the premium provider of solutions for clean indoor air, has previously 
announced a strategic partnership with German space company OHB. QleanAir has now received a 
new order to deliver another customized air cleaning solution, a clean zone solution, to OHB.

Under the new contract, which follows multiple orders from OHB, QleanAir will deliver a clean zone 
that will ensure high technical cleanliness levels to meet requirements in the space industry. The 
unique and customized solution will be based on QleanAir’s modular cleanroom components.
 
The order value of the initial step of the project is approximately EUR 200 000 and the installation is 
planned for Q4 2024.
 
- We are very pleased to expand our partnership with OHB. This new project is a further testament to 
our unique set of capabilities to deliver solutions to our clients and partners in industries with high 

,  says Sebastian Lindström, CEO at QleanAir.demands on cleanliness such as the space industry,
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+46 703 08 94 51

Henrik Resmark, CFO
henrik.resmark@qleanair.com
+46 702 60 09 17

About QleanAir

QleanAir is a niche premium provider of clean indoor environment solutions. The company’s business 
model is based on rental contracts for modular solutions with a full-service offer. QleanAir’s solutions 
are developed using filter technology that traps, filters and recycles indoor air. The company’s main 
markets are EMEA, APAC and the Americas. QleanAir’s head office is located in Solna, Sweden, and 
the share is traded on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market, ticker QAIR. FNCA Sweden is 
Certified Advisor. For more information go to qleanair.com.
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